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Inside This Issue 
Happy August team— 

 I am writing this after a week spent in the Outer Banks with my family on 

our annual trip. Last year’s vacation was disrupted by the hurricanes, a recurrent 

theme for 2020, but this year we were able to relax and escape for a bit. I hope 

that all of you are able to take some time off to spend with friends and family to 

enjoy summer before it’s time to think of returning to school and our hectic    

routines.  

 Here in the office we are also looking ahead to the fall. The teams in  

Maryland and Virginia have been busy with proposals for awards expected in 

the new Government fiscal year, the HR team has begun planning for our      

annual training and performance evaluations, and Recruiting will be                

participating in a virtual job fair mid-August.  

 While our work for our primary Maryland customer in Fort Meade is       

frequently highlighted, the ITS team is a well-respected resource in support of a 

number of programs at the Pentagon, the IRS and the Department of Justice. 

Some of their DevOps efforts are summarized in this issue.  

 Last month we all participated in refresher training regarding good cyber 

hygiene. Another aspect of keeping ourselves, our identities and reputations, 

and our corporate IT assets safe is the responsible use of social media. The FDS 

Security team has some useful reminders about company expectations and 

good practices when engaging on social media sites. 

 Finally, I will continue my appeal to all of you to stay safe so that we 

don’t have any further setbacks as we collectively fight this pandemic. Get  

vaccinated, wear a mask when advised, and most of all, be kind to each other.  

 - Lonny 



Monthly Business Line Highlight
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Information Technology Services

DevOps at DoJ 

Across multiple contracts, ITS is providing the Department of Justice with cutting

-edge technologies in DevOps and Infrastructure Engineering. ITS is involved

with multiple aspects of mission modernization and delivery to replace legacy 

applications. As a part of this effort, our teams work to automate as much as 

they can to reduce potential user error and increase efficiency.  

DevOps has played a large role in our success on these projects. With Agile  

Development and short sprint cycles, it is extremely important to provide  

standardized processes for deploying and testing code and infrastructure 

changes. With the usage of open source industry standard automation tools, we 

can ensure that the full functionality of an application can be tested prior to   

releasing the updates after a short sprint cycle. 

DevOps has positively impacted the products that our teams have created at 

DOJ by providing automated methods for rapid deployment without sacrificing 

quality. It has also created a collaborative culture between developers,     

infrastructure support, and testers to provide a better product to our clients. 



Although you are not prohibited from using social media on FedData issued laptops and networks during 

non-working hours, know that per the Acceptable Use Policy, you have no expectation to privacy. FedData 

networks are monitored for various cyber security activity 24/7, and domain name systems are logged.     

Offensive social media posts by employees can potentially lead to FedData being held liable for our

employees’ actions as well as serious reputational damage, and adverse publicity. For added security      

reasons, your social media profiles should not reveal your title, or identify FedData as your employer.  

When posting on social media, you are speaking explicitly on your own behalf, and your views are your own. 

Under no circumstances shall FedData IT resources be used to advance users’ personal interests or          

activities that conflict with the business interests of FedData. Whether using company assets or your       

personally owned devices (highly recommended), you should refrain from using social media to harass,  

bully, discriminate or retaliate against anyone or any group. While this guidance may appear overly          

prescriptive, it is essential to protect the values of FedData, its employees and information.   

Additionally, in general be aware of the information you post on social media about yourself and your family; 

sites own the content you post – once its out there it lives forever. To defend yourself, understand and use 

privacy settings, create strong passwords, don’t reveal you position through GPS or location links, validate 

friend requests via another source such as a phone call or email, ignore links to games and related

applications, and avoid posting personally identifiable information. 

Security Reminders 
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Social Media Guidance in the Work Environment and Beyond 

Reach out to SecurityFDS@FedData.com if you have  

questions or concerns about this guidance 

In closing, a few not so fun facts:  Ninety-five percent of cybersecurity breaches are due to human 

error. User behavior and understanding the threat is the best defense against cyberattacks. More 

than 90% of cyber espionage attacks are enabled by publicly available digital content. 



Job Title Location 

Senior Software Developer Linthicum, MD 

Software Developer, Mid Linthicum, MD 

Senior Software Dev/Data Scientist Linthicum, MD 

Senior Technical Writer Linthicum, MD 

Test Engineer Linthicum, MD 

Systems Administrator/SW Test Engineer Linthicum, MD 

DevOps Engineer Washington, D.C. 

Cyber Security Analyst Arlington, VA 

Oracle Database Administrator Washington, D.C. 

Cyber Security Analyst Advisor Washington, D.C. 

Information Security Analyst Advisor Washington, D.C. 

Bonus Eligibility 

*NEW* Standard Referral Bonus Amounts

Clearance Level Required for Role Bonus Amt. 

Non-Cleared $1500 

Secret $2000 

Top Secret $2500 

TS / SCI $3000 

TS/SCI with CI or FS Poly $4000 

At FedData, we are always looking to grow our teams with 
talented people just like you. Our employees are our most 

valuable resource.  

*Refer qualified candidates and as a “Thank You,” we will offer

you a referral bonus up to $10,000 (for certain programs only)

Please visit https://www.FedData.com/careers/ to view a  

complete list of all available positions.  
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Please share this invitation 
with your Polygraph-Cleared friends & colleagues!

Speak with recruiters over video and text chat from the comfort and safety of your home or office!

Thursday, August 12th

12 PM - 4 PM EDT
A SECURITY CLEARANCE with CI or FULL-SCOPE POLYGRAPH is REQUIRED

Register Now At: TechExpoUSA.com

EXCLUSIVE INVITE

INTERVIEW WITH US AT THE TECHEXPO  
POLYGRAPH-ONLY VIRTUAL HIRING EVENT

EXCLUSIVE INVITE
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Available to all employees and families

Free & confidential help with personal matters

Life Coaching 

Legal & financial consultations 

Personal health matters (medical advocacy)

Personal assistance (entertainment planning,

errands, cleaning services)

Mylifeexpert.com ; Company Code: feddata

Mobile app My Life Expert in the Apple or

Google Play Store

800.327.7272; Company Code: feddata 

Medical claims resolution

A deeper dive for questions

regarding the company plans

Medical provider search assistance

Ordering replacement company

plan insurance cards

Assistance with registering with the

insurance carrier website

mybenefits@eonebenefits.com 

410.719.2222

Medical benefits enrollment

Payroll

Time off requests

Tax forms updates 

Updates to personal information

Access to annual W-2 forms

Access to paycheck stubs

C2Essentials.com

REMINDER
Our Human Resource Partners are here to assist both
employees and their families with various needs and
services. From medical advocacy to life coaches and

ensuring we are paid, they almost do it all!
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